
 EL Support Lesson Plan: Going on a nonfiction picture walk

Vocabulary Cards

caption

the words that describe a
picture in a text

diagram

a drawing or plan that shows
the parts of something or how

the parts work together

glossary

list of words and their meanings

heading

a word or words to describe
a page

“Eggs turn into caterpillars.”

Four wings

Antenna

Six legs

Head

Proboscis

Thorax

Abdomen

Glossary
abdomen belly of an animal
adult grown-up
antennae body parts that sense touch and smell
female girl
hatch come out of an egg
herbivore animal that eats plants
insect animal with six legs and three body parts
male boy
mimic look or act like something else
mimicry looking or acting like something else
molt get rid of skin that is too small
nymph baby walking stick
predator animal that hunts other animals for food
protect keep safe
regenerate to make a new body part
thorax chest of an insect’s body

How Starfish Move

Starfish move around very slowly 
on short, tube-like feet. They do 
this by a water vascular system, 
which pulls water into it to expand 
the starfish’s “feet” so they can 
touch the surface.

In fact, the fastest starfish can only 
travel nine feet and two inches per 
minute.
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 EL Support Lesson Plan: Going on a nonfiction picture walk

Vocabulary Cards

title

what something is called

table of contents

a list of all pages with headings
or titles

illustration

a picture or drawing used to
explain or decorate text

index

a numbered list of pages

Art Projects

Chapter 1: Painting  12
Watercolors   16
Tempura   18
Finger Painting  20

Chapter 2: Sewing  23
Dolls    29
Pillows    31
Clothes    35

Chapter 3: Clay  37
Sculptures   42
Using a Pottery Wheel 45
Ceramics   48

Chapter 4: Paper Crafts 51
Paper Airplanes  56
Cards    60
Origami   63

Index    65
About the Author  66

The History
of Trains

by Francine Steem

Index
abdomen  4, 6, 7
adult   5
antennae  4, 8
female   3, 5, 8
hatch   3, 8
herbivore  3, 7
insect   3, 4, 8
male   3, 5, 8
mimic   6, 8, 10
mimicry   6, 8, 10
molt   3, 4
nymph   4
predator   7, 8
protect   5
regenerate  4
thorax   4, 6, 7
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Vocabulary Cards

text feature

special parts of a
nonfiction text
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